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Exhibit D 
Documentation Standards 

 
 

Architectural Documentation--the historic significance of the buildings, will be conveyed through 
photographs, and other materials that comprise documentation.  The appropriate level of documentation 
for properties eligible for the National Register at a local, regional, or state level of significance must 
include: 

1. Color digital images of exterior and interior views of the resource taken in accordance with 
the National Park Service’s Photo Policy for “Best” practices as outlined in their document: 
https://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/photopolicy/Photo_Policy_update_2013_05_1
5.pdf.  Photos will be keyed to a map or site plan.  Photos will be printed as 8-1/2 x 11 prints 
at 600 dpi on archival paper.  The digital images saved on an archival CD per NPS Photo 
Policy for “Best” practices.  EPA/NDEP shall submit one copy to the SHPO for their review 
and records.  The photo documentation must be approved by the SHPO prior to the start of 
any demolition or ground disturbance. 

2. The exterior should be documented by at least 6 views including  a) the front and one side; b) 
the rear and one side; c) the front elevation; d)  environmental view showing the building as 
part of its larger landscape; e) major  elements of the building, including doors, windows, 
additions, etc.; and f) details, such as materials and hardware.  Interior photographs should 
yield information about the floor plan.  Three or four views should be sufficient to document 
the significant elements of the interior, unless the resource is large or complex; 

3. Reproductions of historic photographs, if available.  Provide negatives and 4-x-6 black-and-
white photographs with submission. 

4. Photocopies of existing drawings or plans (including scale), if available.  If permission is 
required to reproduce historic photographs, plans, maps, or other materials, it is the 
responsibility of the researcher to obtain proper authorizations.  Copies of permission forms 
must be submitted with the report. 

5. Drawings, site plan, and sketch plan.  The site plan must include the resource’s orientation in 
its natural landscape and include the scale and a north arrow.  The sketch plan will show the 
layout and floor plan of the resource, including all associated features.  The sketch plan need 
not be a “measured drawing,” but an approximate scale should be included. 

6. All images, photocopies, and drawings will be labeled identifying the name of the property, 
the date rendered, the name of the photographer or renderer, orientation of the photograph or 
drawing.   

https://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/photopolicy/Photo_Policy_update_2013_05_15.pdf
https://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/photopolicy/Photo_Policy_update_2013_05_15.pdf
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